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General Information

UTC date UTC time

Title of occurrence

(YYYY/MM/DD) (HH:MM)

Occurrence Location Information

State or area 
of occurrence

World region State / area Other (specify)

Country ICAO code and aerodrome name

Aerodrome of occurrence
The airport  /heliport where the incident took place (even for the event that took place during climb or approach).

Details of the event location (Runway number, taxiway number, parking lot 
number or details if the occurrence happened during en-route).

Location on aerodromeLocation of occurrence

Environment Information
Light condition

Aircraft Information
If there are more than one aircraft involved, please describe in "Description of occurrence”.

Country Operator Other (specify)

Aircraft operator

Aircraft registration Flight number

Aircraft flight phase of occurrence

Occurrence Information
Description of the occurrence (narrative) 
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This electronic form has been designed to facilitate and secure their integration into the national occurrence database. 
Do not transmit them by fax or as a scanned document.
This PDF form is compatible with Adobe Acrobat / Reader DC (2017 or newer) software
on Microsoft Windows (7 or newer) only. It is not supported by other platforms (e.g. iOS, MAC, Linux).

Other (specify)
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